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Abstract

Along with the digital technologies’ advance over the last decade, more sales and marketing channels have emerged, causing consumers to change their habits and purchasing behavior. This paper appears in the context of such an issue and aims both to present the increasingly omni-channel nature of the consumer behavior and to identify and emphasize the needs and expectations of the customers, in line with the development of the Internet. Therefore, the paper presents the evolution of the modern consumer considering the Web conversion from a static environment to an interactive community. During the two intertwined phases of Web development presented in this paper, namely Web 2.0 and Web 3.0, customers have evolved from a highly informed and socially connected to a more empowered and engaged customer, defined by the ability to adapt and apply new technologies to meet their specific individual needs and seeking for an even emotional bond with brands. The paper also exposes how the social media landscape has generated a power shift from the business organizations toward the consumer and how social media can be a powerful tool with which consumers can react if they feel that their rights are aggrieved by business organizations.
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1. Introduction

In a world where consumers became dependent on Internet, buying experiences suffer a profound transformation. Consumers have to cope with the abundance of products and services delivered through all the communication channels provided by the Internet. In this context, customer behavior has suffered a profound change due to the accumulated experience resulting from his relationship with the Internet.

Due to the appearance of Web 2.0, time when the user became a direct part of the relationship between the one who posts the information and the recipient by being able to say their opinion
about what was posted, the customers became more powerful and the seller more careful with his public messages.

Web 2.0 became a two-edged weapon both for the consumer and the product/services deliverer. The use of this weapon can bring both benefits and damage, depending on how it is used. The business organizations can do much easier to promote their activity, but at the same time, if they do not adapt their messages correctly to the expectations of consumers, they may have loss of image. In the same time, costumers have the big advantage of full information, but they can be easily influenced by the opinions of other customers to choose something they do not need or fit with their expectations.

Another consequence of the emergence of Web 2.0 is the way in which consumer organizations and consumer movements act. Their activity became more informal, but at the same time, they have more tools to inform and influence the decisions of the two partners of economic transactions. Now, the way how the costumer can be defended against the purchase of a non-compliant product can be done even before the purchase.

If Web 2.0 helps the world to be connected and the people to relate each other, the next step is to integrate the resources resulted from this interconnection to the business environment to obtain business value. It is not enough to have the possibility to access information, and it is more important to do it faster and efficient and to relate more than one keyword when you search something. Thus, the possibility of finding information in a context integrating data, concepts, and applications is defined by Nova Spivack as Web 3.0 concept [1]. At the same time, products and services cannot be studied inherently but in relation to the environment they come from; for this reason, it is necessary to analyze the relationship between the consumer, the community, and the environment, taking into account the socio-economic and scientific aspects of the product impact on the consumer [2].

In this paper, we try to highlight the transformation that occurred in consumer behavior through the use of Web 2.0 and all the application that arose from this concept. Thereby, we want to emphasize the transformation of the consumption habits and the way the purchase decision first became more rational, but once the marketing techniques were adapted to the new technologies, it became emotional.

Currently, the purchase decision is no longer a matter of need, it is influenced more by the environment to which the buyer relates because of the Web 2.0, a technology that is more and more present in our life.

Another aspect is the fact that Web 2.0 gives the consumer the possibility to defend his rights against the abuse of the sellers.

2. Omni-channel consumer behavior

Progress in information and communication technologies has led to significant changes in the purchasing behavior of consumers who want the simultaneous use of online and offline channels within the same buying experience. This process is associated with the cross-channel
term, which describes the experience of a customer who used a combination of different channels for the same purchase process (for example, a client can create and print a configuration of a desired product on a company’s website and then go to the physical store to make the purchase, or a customer can choose the product from a retailer’s catalog and then buy it directly from the company’s website). However, today’s novelty is the increasing number of channels and the diversification of devices used to access them, such as desktop computers, smart phones, tablets, interactive terminals, and smart TVs. Companies need to find ways to capitalize and take advantage of all these meeting points with the potential customer [3]. Thus, the retailer’s concern is not only about managing the various channels available to customers, such as brick-and-mortar shops, websites, mobile applications, social media channels, TV ads, call centers etc., but also to maintain consistency between the different channels that facilitate interactions with customers.

Consequently, the ability to simultaneously use multiple channels for consumer interaction with the brand or business (for example, using the mobile phone to access the Internet in the physical store to search for product information) is the dominant feature of the omni-channel phenomenon based on well-established multichannel infrastructure. Thus, “omni-buyers” use the available sales channels (offline and online) at the same time, but the omni-channel term refers not only to the simultaneous use of channels but also to the experience deriving from their integrated combination. The dual treatment of traditional and online trade justifies the need to develop and implement omni-channel strategies, with a focus on the consistency of assortments, information, pricing, and promotional actions. Thus, retailers must integrate channels into their strategy in order to help consumers move easily between all these environments and offer them a superior and consistent purchasing experience.

In particular, the Internet induces important changes not only on the buying process but also on how consumers communicate with retailers, thus facilitating a hybrid buying process by allowing consumers to obtain information, test products, and make transactions using different channels (online stores, online communities, social networks, mobile applications, etc.). For instance, even if users regularly use websites for browsing and searching, they often do not complete this purchase process in the online environment as well. Instead, some consumers visit the physical store to inspect their products and decide on the product offline, in the brick-and-mortar store, then buy via a website that offers the desired product to the smallest price.

On the other hand, there are opinions that users are actively selecting the information they obtain from different media channel searches and then choosing to make purchases through any sales channel, which is best suited for the closure of the most convenient transaction at that time [4]. Consumer makes effort to search for information on the Internet, and the desire to buy is closely related to the search effort. This effort is directly proportional to the consumer’s experience, and the consumer will continue to buy as long as it has been satisfied with past choices. The experience in the online environment defines these preferences. This type of consumer is comparing, looking to make the best choice, the safest, and eventually buying in the hope that will not be disappointed.

Thereby, what is very important in the online environment is the quality of the information that is made available to the consumer. Online consumers want speed, flexibility, and the touch
of a button to answer their needs. Everything is just one click away, but online environment is leaving us to decide what is useful to us, where it is worthwhile to waste time, what to read, what to listen, and most importantly, where to spend money.

Also, omni-buyers want to use their own device to search, compare products, and seek advice or search for cheaper alternatives during the purchase process to take advantage of the benefits of each channel [5]. The omni-shopper no longer accesses the channel but rather is within it or in several, simultaneously, thanks to the possibilities offered by technology and mobility. Additionally, technology has blurred the boundaries between online and offline shopping and is the key for creating an integrated sales channel experience. These technologies (for example, mobile devices, interactive digital display, in-store technologies, augmented reality, location-based services, etc.) appeared both online and offline, mixing all channels together and providing a perfect integrated consumer experience, while empowering retailers with valuable tools. However, retailers need to focus on relevant and useful technologies for their customers, ensuring that these tools really add value to consumer.

3. The empowered consumer in the Web 2.0 era

Omni-channel consumers usually think they know more about a purchase than sellers and have more control over the sales process [6]. This control is given access to multiple sources of information facilitated by the Internet, in general, and Web 2.0 applications, in particular. Web 2.0 exponentially increased the transactional nature of the Web and changed the way people express themselves, conduct business, learn about different subjects, shop, form communities, collaborate, and share their personal information. Web 2.0 is about users and content instead of surfing on the Internet. In the first Web development phase, suggestively called the Web 1.0 phase, the user consumes content created by someone else, and in the second phase, the Web 2.0 era, the content is created by the user. Web 2.0 designates the dynamic, interactive, and collaborative Web and refers to key concepts such as user empowerment, active participation, crowd sourcing, radical transparency, and rich user experience that are made available on the Web [7]. Gradually, the Web evolved to become a channel, and as it did, customer 2.0 took shape. This type of consumer uses technology to search for information, offer opinions, and explain experiences.

The concept of social media is often associated with the term Web 2.0, given that social media tools have emerged and developed in this second phase of the evolution of the World Wide Web. The social media refers to the means of communication (technologies, applications, and results) that provide digital interaction between individuals and offer the opportunity to share experiences and information through blogs, forums, social networks, portals, wikis, podcasts, user-generated content (UGC) sites, and virtual worlds [8].

Social media involves interaction between users and, at the business level, is the interaction between brand and customer. Social media communication is a type of viral marketing as well as an informal way of exchanging information among consumers about features, how to use products, and ownership of certain products or services. In spite of controversy over the fact
that the digital media discourages real human interaction, leading to global social problems, which some consider to be a form of “involvement,” more and more companies are investing time and resources in promoting through these channels not only because the company sells and promotes its products and services this way, but also because it creates long-term relationships with the consumer. Using social media means enables people to participate in the promotion, sale, purchase, comparison, selection, and exchange of products and services in both online and offline markets as well as within communities [9].

Social media has transformed the Internet from a platform for information to a platform for influence [10]. Consumers’ views in the social media are becoming increasingly important in terms of consumer buying behavior. The process by which consumers decide to submit reviews and comments influences the decision of consumers to choose and buy a product. Through the social media, people can convey their own thoughts, opinions, and feelings that can easily become accessible to the global community of Internet users. Communication through social media is one of the most influential sources in making a buying decision. For example, even a small amount of negative information from a few postings can have substantial impacts on consumer attitudes [11]. Also, people take a large amount of reviews as an indicator of the popularity or value of a product and/or service. However, not all comments are equally created. There are high-quality reviews, often made operational as relevant, comprehensive, and accurate information related to a product that exerts a great influence on product valuation and purchase intent. On the other hand, poor-quality views have more or less likely effects to occur depending on several receptor-related factors, such as previous engagement and experiences. For example, the quality of communication through social media exerts greater influence, when consumer involvement is higher.

Consumers are no longer passive recipients of merchant communications and offers; they create content on blogs, add comments on forums, engage in social networking discussions, and contribute to product ratings. Social media have turned consumers into active communicators and content creators [12]. They also began to assume, and in many cases, take over tasks (such as “4P”) traditionally associated with marketing. This shift of power, in the digital economy, from the seller to the buyer gave rise to the reverse marketing phenomenon, characterized by [13]:

- Reverse product design—more and more sites allow customers to design and configure their own products. The concept of “personalization” or “co-production” appears, whereby not only the marketing message but also the product/service is personalized, and the client engages in its conception. Customers are willing to pay more for “personalized” products/services built on customer instructions and requests. This issue is related with the concept of the “prosumer”, defined as a customer who produces some of the goods and services he consumes. But this requires an updated database, dialog with each client, customer differentiation according to needs and values, and technologies for personalized product development;

- Reverse pricing—the Internet allows customers to switch from price accepting to creators through business models based on auctions and price offers;
Reverse advertising—the old broadcasting is replaced by the narrowcasting, namely sharing the message only to those interested in a particular product or service. Moreover, permission marketing relies on a desired and anticipated interaction on both sides, relevant to the user and even rewarded by the company. Also, point casting is a service that is used today, whereby customers choose the ads they are interested in and want to see, advertising being initiated and accepted by customers;

Reverse promotional campaigns—customers now request coupons, vouchers, and promotional offers with intermediaries;

Reverse distribution channels—companies create and manage multiple distribution channels, requiring bid changes based on the particularities of each channel, of which Internet involves bringing offers and products to the customer, not bringing the customer to the shop;

Reverse segmentation—the Internet allows the customer to get informed but also to inform companies about what it likes and dislikes, helping marketing specialists develop suitable deals for each customer segment and pay attention to the four Cs (the customer, costs, convenience, and communication).

Therefore, consumers distribute contents, are pricing decision makers by posting and reacting to prices, create ads about the brands they love, and use video sharing sites to broadcast it. Changes in the business environment—new social media systems, consumer empowerment, new wave of technology and globalization—will continue to lead to a profound mutation in marketing practices. Consumers are both creating and destroying value by modifying, changing, and repurposing the offerings of organizations and then sharing this knowledge across a range of social media. Through the social media, the consumer can provide the highest value to a business by significantly influencing the buying behavior of the online communities to which it belongs and by assuming the role of co-creator of the products and services.

Customer empowerment has resulted in a change of the roles adopted by customers during their purchase experience and has given rise to value customer co-creation, a concept referring to the active role assumed by the consumers that create value together with the firm. Through co-creation processes, companies seek to increase consumers’ commitment to their brands and offerings. Especially, Web 2.0 technologies can provide new ways of interactions and communication of customers with firms and with other customers and enable development of specific platforms for the value co-creation practices [14]. Web 2.0 changes the nature of Internet use from a one-way broadcast business-to-consumer medium to three-way communication of business-to-consumer, consumer-to-consumer, and consumer-to-business. This type of communication facilitates information seeking and sharing, consumer confidence in brand, and commitment and involvement of the consumer [15]. For example, companies can use online communities to get to know customers and their needs while gathering product, service, and marketing feedback. These brand communities can be useful to capture ideas even for entirely new product lines.

Nowadays, marketing is turning again, responding to the new dynamics in the social environment. We are witnessing at the beginning of the value-orientation marketing, completing the product-centric marketing and customer-centric marketing. Companies are expanding their
focus from product to consumers and then to their concerns. Instead of treating people as mere consumers, marketers treat them as human beings in their entirety, with mind, heart, and soul energies. Consumers seek not only functional and emotional satisfaction but also the fulfillment of the human spirit through the products and services that they choose. In a confusing world, they seek to find those companies that are addressing the most profound human aspirations. Individuals have an underlying need for an emotional bond with high-involvement products that they buy [16]. Nowadays, social media has become one of the main ways to create this bonding. Social media eliminates barriers, allowing brands to develop stronger bonds with the consumer much like a human relationship [17].

Every business has to find ways to reach the consumer. Business owners and marketers need to understand the psychology behind the consumer. Having a presence across multiple channels and more crucially, listening to and interacting with customers within their own environment need to become the norm. The key concerns in understanding the person who uses the product or service as being part of a particular context in which technology is increasingly present. Also, this new consumer approach results from the creation of stable and sustainable relationships that highlights an emotional dimension. Feelings and emotions contribute to creating links between the organization and consumers. Such bonds can be harder to create, but they are even harder to break.

4. Pillars of Web 3.0 and implications for consumer behavior

Web 2.0 has reached the maturity stage, and the evolution continues to Web 3.0, considered an integral part of what the Internet of the Future will mean, which will be defined mainly by two developments (or revolutions), namely the development of the Semantic Web and the Internet of Things. Web 3.0 is intended to evolve out of upgrades and extensions to existing Web functionalities.

The Semantic Web (an extension of the Web to which Tim Berners-Lee, the current Web inventor, has been thinking for over 15 years) would allow machines to understand information on the World Wide Web (semantics, as a branch of linguistics, is studying the meanings of words). Thus, the Semantic Web would greatly facilitate the decision-making process for the consumer, by providing more relevant information. The Semantic Web allows the formal description of existing resources on the Internet (Web pages, text and multimedia documents, databases, services etc.) and the rapid and accurate identification of resources relevant to the user. The main applicability could be within the search engines. The current search engines work on string matching—identify words specified in a syntax in a body of target documents, so that only documents that contain at least one of the words in the syntax are returned. For example, by executing a search for a syntagma in one of the search engines known today, the search engine would return the documents in which the syntax words entered in the query were identified. Instead, a semantic search engine would take into account the meaning of the entire syntax, so it would understand the concept, not the corresponding string, and would only return the relevant results. We can take this reasoning further and imagine a semantic
search engine that actually answers users’ questions. Semantic technology will create a meaningful format around human online interactions and human interests.

A major evolution in the years to come will also be the progressive connection of computers, machines, and many physical objects, giving rise to the Internet of Objects or Internet of Things, a concept and a paradigm that involve the ubiquitous presence of a large number of smart devices and active objects. These are capable of interacting and cooperating with other devices and objects through wire and wireless connections and unique addressing schemes in order to create services and applications tailored to users’ needs. Nowadays, we have connected devices that meet our daily needs, “smart objects” that monitor our homes, cars, work environment, and physical activity. These devices have gained crucial importance in our life. Hereby, we are entering into a new era, one in which the Internet of Thing (IoT) will replace the traditional Internet that we know today. Businesses have embraced this trend very quickly, as the stakes are high: greater connectivity, easy access to data, and interconnected ecosystems. All this translates into lower costs and higher efficiency in optimizing resources. In the consumer segment, IoT solutions that are currently in development are “smart home” devices (which automate a series of home processes such as lighting, heating and water systems), wireless wearables, and portable devices, such as fitness bracelets and intelligent watches, that track and record physical activity like exercise, eating, sleeping, or behavior like reading, commuting etc. The use of IoT devices in everyday life will allow companies to get a clearer view of their clients’ behavior. IoT finds its applicability in facilitating the personalization of the advertising message and the product/service, allowing customized recommendations (suppose your air conditioner has been broken and you have to buy another one. Depending on the previously stored data about the features of the product, the location, and the temperatures in that area, the website can make recommendations. In the same way, it can send you a newsletter with steps to follow to stay hydrated in the summer time) and quality services (devices will be able to communicate their status to the central system on a continuous basis. So stores can send a team to repair or to change the product if it can no longer be repaired, allowing for advance planning and optimization of these activities). The targeted daily or demographic routines, shopping preferences, and buying habits can all be traced and used to tailor and make marketing campaigns more relevant.

One of the main benefits of the Web 3.0 for consumers is that their interactions with their devices and applications will be personalized. Web 3.0 will be driven by data containing user identity, profile, and preference information, including location and behavior patterns. Also, 3.0 technologies will create smarter and more effective Web programs that could drastically reduce the time needed to compile and send optimal information, helping consumers quickly find what they need.

5. Implication of a connected world

Consumer behavior is constantly changing, being very different from a decade or two ago. The explanation would be the fact that over time, the basic values that consumers respect today, compared to what they have been respecting in the past, have changed.
Looking at the past, 30–40 years ago, people used to buy their goods from the neighborhood store, where they met and talked with acquaintances about these goods. The variety of products and services available was limited, consumers were obliged to fit into the budgets they demanded, and the payment was made in cash. There were not too many pre-cooked foods or foods containing food additives, and household and electronic products did not have as many technical features as today’s products. The change of the form of payment, by credit, has created profound social problems, problems arising from the fact that the meaning of the contracts that consumers sign is not fully understood by the consumer, this having hidden clauses, or consumers are not aware of the whole concept of credit. Consumers are deluded by the misleading advertising that inoculates them the idea that they can buy now, going to pay later, without explaining the additional costs of these purchases.

At present, the range of goods and services is much higher, offers appear at every step, goods and services can be purchased directly from home, orders can be places for products that do not exist on the local market, and it is safe to say that the offer is unlimited. But, at the same time, the risks of purchasing products with a low quality are higher. The cash payment is no longer necessary, which can lead to a loss of control over the budget the customers has. The customer is purchasing goods and services that include characteristics with no urgent business but which gives them the impression of a higher social status. In this way, the concepts regarding the quality of the goods are changed.

The consumers appreciate cheap things, easy to get, and for which, they do not have to lose a lot of time, but at the same time, it has to give them the impression of a higher social status. The mass production serves these wishes. The individual mobility (the car), the international tourism for holidays, and the rising demands regarding the standard of consumption designed as normal or regular lead to a drastic reduction of resources, which cannot be restored [18].

Structural changes in the supply of products and services are the result of the impact that technical progress has on society but also of developments in the factors that make up the demand. Thus, the behavior of all who can be considered customers, industrial units, service providers, governmental and nongovernmental institutions, and individual consumers record spectacular changes as a result of the evolution of the value system and options for changing lifestyles.

One thing to note is that business organizations have changed their optics in terms of ethical and social responsibilities. In the past, consumers’ needs were not always satisfied through observance of ethical principles on the part of producers and distributors, which led to consumer dissatisfaction. Thus, there has been the need to establish rules and principles to be respected by all those involved in the process of creating and delivering products and services. For this reason, business organizations have been forced to assess their negative ethical and/or social implications of noncompliance with such principles.

At present, those organizations that are faithful to the observance of an ethical code, so that they do not only act to achieve their own interests, are much appreciated by consumers, demonstrating that they are also concerned about the well-being of the community as a whole, not just of their own interest. This has even created a competitive advantage over those who do not implement such principles in their business model [19].
Due to these considerations, the society as a whole, and in particular consumers, felt the need to set up bodies that would protect their interests, to press on the decision-makers, both at government level and within business organizations, to enable them to properly inform the characteristics of products and services so that through their actions, they educate consumers.

In conclusion, due to the changes that have occurred in the way international transactions are made as a result of the globalization of the economy, and at the same time of the emergence and development of e-commerce and new information technologies, consumer protection becomes a necessity in contemporary society and undergoes continuous transformation. Therefore, the consumer protection policy involves several factors of influence both from the governmental and nongovernmental spectrum, each having its role and specific functions, as shown in Figure 1.

6. Social media and consumer protection

The Internet has become a very profitable channel for organizations to lead their business and gain competitive advantages in a technology-oriented market [21]. The social media is made up of easily accessible Web-based tools through which people interact, participate, create, recommend, valorize information, and react online to everything that happens around them. They provide a dynamic virtual environment where users are engaged in continuous traffic, generated by information and interactivity.
The social media allows users to connect with each other in a variety of ways, leading to the formation of groups based on geographic regions, common interests, occupations, or graduate education institutions [22]. They provide important opportunities for communication within these groups of people. An advantage of social networking sites, like Facebook, is that it helps to resume contact with people that have not been in contact for many years, but it allows people from the group within to create new relationships. Also, throughout the friends’ statuses, they can find out what activities they have done, what impressions they have on the products they have purchased, or about the services they have been offered. Through the photo galleries posted by consumers, people can confidently form a view on those affirmed by the ones who posted, making it possible to add comments and forward the information posted.

The way people share both personal content and the news about professional activities has led to a transformation of the way people communicate nowadays. This is because the social media uses widely accessible technologies, which also include mobile communications.

Regardless of age or occupation, technology has become very important in people’s lives. The social media has made borders disappear and enabled cultural exchanges to be made much easier, and so new concepts and principles have been integrated into the collective mentality. Social media can change perceptions, motivate members of society, and help them ally more easily.

Through the social media, consumers have gained a very strong weapon in their struggle to defend their rights, so the balance of forces is beginning to bend in their favor. People need to learn to use the social media to their true potential.

For organizations that wanted to have a closer connection with their customers, this change meant there was a way to listen and hear what customers say about their organization and products. They could start a conversation and develop a virtual, meaningful relationship with the people directly concerned. However, for those who wanted to control the transmitted message, this change involved the rethinking of the entire communication strategy—which was not desirable at all [23].

Also, with the help of social media, people can exchange opinions, can orient themselves to better choices, and make better decisions based on correct information. Misinformation is the mother of failure, and when a group, a neighborhood, a city, an area, or a country chooses to believe in something that is true or untrue, you will not be easily able to change their opinions about that.

Because the information that circulates in the online environment can be quickly and easily found, it can always be used to promote or defame a brand. Reviews, opinions, comments, or images transmitted through social media can have a strong influence on those who receive the message. Thus, social media has become a powerful force in the hands of consumers, allowing them to more easily defend their rights and find out more quickly whether they are deceived or not.

With the emergence and existence of social media platforms and applications, the balance between the power of organizations and consumers is beginning to lean toward consumers.
Social media has triggered online campaigns by consumers that can strongly influence consumers and, at the same time, transform them into a group of influence. By changing the paradigm on how organizations do business by focusing on consumers, they try to gain as much information as possible about the consumer's needs. On the other hand, from the consumers point of view, they have to face the avalanche of information coming from all the media, both traditional (TV, radio, print) and online. In this environment, which may seem hostile, the consumer has to spot the useful information and make the right decision about the purchase of the product/service that is needed.

Faced with this attempt, the consumer needs a governmental organization already in place, or it needs to be contributed to the creation of such independent bodies to defend their interests as customers. On the one hand, the state through its institutions must, and sometimes does, protect consumer’s interests according to the legislation.

Through the applications and platforms provided by the social media, the formation of such groups has become much easier and can be done much without the members knowing themselves beforehand and without having to gather themselves in a certain place. The only thing they have to do is express their dissatisfaction on one of the existing social media platforms and try to convey the message to as many members as possible. If dissatisfaction is real and is shared by a large number of people, then the effect of “snowball,” a very common effect on social media platforms, will make its presence felt.

If a negative campaign on a product or service produces the expected effect and reaches an appreciable number of people, then it is very difficult for organizations to react. The costs for both material and image repair of the damage will be very difficult to recover. Organizations will be forced to make great efforts to repair their image to consumers and will have a significant decline in sales.

In the past, the consumer did not have any direct defense against abuses to which he could be subjected by suppliers of goods and services. All he could do was call on a state body to make it right. Although in many cases it was gainful, the process was long and tedious, requiring quite a nervous consumption, and the consumer felt alone and without direct support. At the same time, he could not make his issue public, so that others could not do the same and, at the same time, raise his chances of success.

With the development and mass use of social media tools, the consumer has found that they are not only useful for communicating or entertaining but also in order to defend themselves against the abuse of product and service providers. Thus, consumers have begun to look at social media both as a weapon in their fight for righteousness and as a platform from which they present their wishes and problems with their suppliers of products and services.

The force of such consumer groups can be so great that it can bring great damage to those against whom it focuses the attack. The respective business organizations will have large image losses, will be forced to make great efforts to recover their lost image as outlined above, and financial losses will arise both because of declining sales and because of the lost image repair costs.
Once a negative social campaign has been launched, that is, once the conversation has been launched, there is a possibility that the image of the organization may suffer, but the effect would not have been so devastating if it neither had been sustained and amplified by the existence of discussions on the different platforms and applications offered by the social media nor would there be unconvinced opinions that need to be countered, but the organization, through a well-established strategy, can influence and induce those ideas that have a positive influence on consumers.

Be aware that an organization's brand is owned by consumers and employees. Influence must reverse itself on everyone; both consumers’ opinion and employee actions of an organization can raise or destroy a brand. Thus, a business organization must be aware of this and convey the right message to attract and consume both the value of its brand and its employees.

Opinions, comments, or images transmitted through social media can have a strong influence on those who receive the message. There are also cases where a message is being sent, but due to the use of wrong channels or because the message is not clear, the desired effect is not obtained. That is why it is good to have a prior research before sending a message that can have a strong influence on the public.

We can look at social media platforms as places where consumers present their problems and are thus heard more quickly by those who offer them products and services, can defend their rights, and can form themselves in consumer protection associations.

Social media can be used to defend or support the 21st century consumer. With tools and platforms that are cataloged to be part of the social media, the consumer can more easily present all the problems encountered and thus find a faster solution.

However, social media should not only be seen as a consumer defense tool but can also be used by organizations or authorities to improve the products and services they offer, for a better relationship with consumers or for better regulation of different areas of activity.

7. Conclusions

Based on the findings from the relevant literature, this chapter provides an overview from the evolution of the Web and describes how individual consumer behavior has been influenced in correlation with Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 phases, with emphasis on the changes induced by social media.

As shown above, the power shift from sellers to buyers has become obvious along with the transformation of the Web into a social platform. With the growth of online participation, consumers exert greater influence over the products and brands and are yielding greater control over the commercial marketplace. Moreover, the companies need to be aware that digital technology is a powerful tool in influencing and changing consumer behavior. In a world where new technologies pop up all the time, the companies that put consumer needs first are in a position to win. The priority for retailers no longer lies in increasing the number of
their clients, but rather improving their experience—whether is online, in store, or across different channels. The key is engaging the consumer on a personal level about their brand and understanding how the consumer feels about the brand.

Conclusively, it can be said that companies must embrace the future of a more customer-centric marketplace and to adapt to the customer-first reality of the digital age. Ignoring consumer empowerment neglects changes that business organizations, especially marketers, have to undergo to be stronger players, missing out on opportunities to connect with a new generation of consumers who value convenience, personalization, collaboration, and value co-creation.
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